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Abstrat. We present an ELLAM (Eulerian-Lagrangian loalized adjoint method) sheme for
initial-boundary value problems for advetion-reation partial dierential equations in multiple spae
dimensions. The derived numerial sheme is not subjet to the CFL (Courant-Friedrihs-Lewy)
ondition and generates aurate numerial solutions even if large time steps are used. Moreover,
the sheme naturally inorporates boundary onditions into its formulation without any artiial
outow boundary onditions needed, and onserves mass. An optimal-order error estimate is proved
for the sheme. Numerial experiments are performed to verify the theoretial estimate.
Key words. harateristi methods, onvergene analysis, error estimates, Eulerian-Lagrangian
methods, numerial simulation of advetion-reation equations
AMS subjet lassiations. 65M25, 65M60, 76M10, 76S05
1. Introdution. Advetion-dominated reative transport partial dierential
equations (PDEs) arise in petroleum reservoir simulation, subsurfae ontaminant
transport, and many other appliations, and often present serious numerial diÆ-
ulties [2, 13℄. Spae-entered nite dierene or nite element methods tend to
generate numerial solutions with severe nonphysial osillations. Upstream weight-
ing tehniques are ommonly used in industrial appliations to stabilize the numerial
approximations in most large-sale simulators. However, they produe exessive arti-
ial numerial dispersion, whih is of the order of the grid spaing size, and potentially
spurious eets related to the orientation of the grid [13, 21℄.
Many speialized shemes have been developed to overome the diÆulties men-
tioned. Most suh methods are based on upstream weighting tehniques. The optimal
test funtion methods [1, 5℄ minimize the spatial error and yield an upstream bias in
the resulting shemes. The streamline diusion nite element method [3, 19℄ adds a
numerial diusion only in the diretion of streamlines with no rosswind diusion
introdued. The high resolution methods are well suited for the solution of nonlinear
hyperboli onservation laws and resolve shok disontinuities in the solutions without
exessive smearing or spurious osillations [7, 8, 17, 24, 25, 26℄. Beause of the hyper-
boli nature of advetive transport, many harateristi methods have been developed
to solve advetion-dominated PDEs [12, 16, 22, 23, 27℄. Traditional forward traking
or partile traking methods [16℄ advane the grids or the mass assoiated with the
nodes following the harateristis and greatly redue temporal errors. However, these
methods often distort the evolving grids severely or redistribute the mass to the nodes
in the future time steps in an ad ho manner. Other harateristi methods, suh as
the modied method of harateristis (MMOC) [12℄, follow the ow by traking the
harateristis bakward from a xed grid at the urrent time step and, hene, avoid
the grid distortion or mass redistribution problems. These methods symmetrize and
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stabilize the governing equations, greatly redue temporal errors and so allow for large
time steps in a simulation without the loss of auray, and eliminate the exessive
numerial dispersion and grid orientation eets [13℄. However, many harateristi
methods fail to onserve mass, whih is of great onern in virtually all appliations.
The diÆulties enountered by numerial methods for advetion-reation PDEs
are also reeted in their suboptimal order onvergene rates. The linear Galerkin
nite element method and upstream weighting method were proven to have a sub-
optimal order onvergene rate of O(h + t) in L
2
(where h and t are the sizes
of the spatial grids and time steps, respetively) [18℄. Despite that harateristi
methods have greatly improved auray and eÆieny, they onsiderably inrease
the omplexities in their theoretial analyses. The best available estimate for the
MMOC (with approximating spaes of pieewise polynomials of degree at most m on
a general nite element mesh) for multidimensional linear advetion PDEs is only of




, whih was proven in [10℄ under a periodi as-
sumption. It is only in the ontext of one-dimensional, onstant-oeÆient advetion





was proven for the orresponding MMOC under a fairly restritive assumption
that t = O(h
2
) [9℄.
The Eulerian-Lagrangian loalized adjoint method (ELLAM) was originally pre-
sented in [4℄ for the solution of one-dimensional, onstant-oeÆient advetion-diusion
PDEs. The ELLAM framework provides a mass-onservative, harateristi solution
proedure, and overomes the prinipal shortoming of many harateristi methods
while maintaining their numerial advantages. We previously developed an ELLAM
sheme for advetion-reation PDEs, whih generates a well-onditioned, symmetri
and positive-denite oeÆient matrix and an be solved eÆiently by, for example,
the onjugate gradient method in an optimal order number of iterations without any
preonditioning needed. The numerial experiments showed that the ELLAM sheme
often outperforms many widely used and well reeived methods [28, 29℄. Furthermore,
in ontrast to many previous methods that either impose a periodiity assumption on
the advetion-reation PDEs or require an artiial outow boundary ondition be
supplemented, the ELLAM sheme naturally inorporates inow boundary onditions
into its formulation without any artiial outow boundary onditions needed, and
onserves mass.
The theoretial analysis for ELLAM shemes introdues further diÆulties to the
already fairly ompliated analyses of harateristi methods. These issues inlude si-
multaneous a priori estimates for unknowns in interior and at outow boundaries, and
those due to the speial treatment of the inow boundary for mass onservation. Pre-
viously, the authors derived an optimal order error estimate for the ELLAM sheme
for the initial-boundary value problems for one-dimensional advetion-reation PDEs
[14, 15℄, without requiring the periodi assumption or the restrition that t = O(h
2
).
In this paper we derive an optimal order error estimate for the ELLAM sheme for the
initial-boundary value problems of multidimensional, advetion-reation PDEs. Be-
ause the tehniques used in analyzing the one-dimensional ELLAM sheme depends





of all ontinuous funtions) whih is true only in one spae dimension, the analyses
in [14, 15℄ would not arry over to multi-dimensional problems. In this paper we
utilize the blending or Boolean interpolation [11, 20℄ and adopt a dierent approah
to derive the error estimate. Then we perform numerial experiments to verify the
theoretially proven onvergene rates.
2
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, we present an ELLAM
sheme. In Setion 3, we introdue some preliminary notions and blending interpo-
lation estimates. In Setion 4, we derive the main result, an optimal-order L
2
error
estimate. In Setions 5{8, we prove some lemmas used in Setion 4. In Setion 9, we
perform numerial experiments to verify the theoretial estimates.
2. An ELLAM Formulation. We onsider the following initial-boundary value




(x; t) +r  (vu(x; t)) +R(x; t)u = f(x; t); (x; t) 2 
 (0; T ℄;
u(x; t) = g(x; t); x 2 S
(I)
;
u(x; 0) = u
0
(x); x 2 
;
where 
 = (a; b)  (; d) is a retangular domain with the boundary   := 
.




(x; t)) is a veloity eld, R(x; t) is a rst-order reation oeÆ-
ient, f(x; t) is a given funtion desribing soure terms, and u(x; t) is the unknown
funtion representing the solute onentration of a dissolved substane. S
(I)
is the









v(x; t)  n(x) < 0
o
;
with n(x) being the unit outward normal. g(x; t) and u
0
(x) are the presribed inow
boundary and initial onditions, respetively.
2.1. Charateristi Traking and Partitions of the Domain. Let N be a
positive integer. We dene a partition of the time interval [0; T ℄ by
t
n




Multiplying the governing PDE in (2.1) by spae-time test funtions w(x; t) that are






and are disontinuous in time at time t
n




























































w(x; t), whih takes into aount the fat that w(x; t) is dis-





































℄ j v(x; t)  n(x) > 0
	
:
In the ELLAM framework, we hoose the test funtions w to satisfy the adjoint
equation of the governing PDE in (2.1)
(2:4) w
t
+ v  rw  Rw = 0:
3
Equation (2.4) implies that the test funtions w should vary exponentially along the





Beause one annot solve (2.5) exatly in pratie, one has to use numerial means.
For simpliity, we use an Euler quadrature to approximate the harateristis. For
any x 2 
, we dene an approximate harateristi r(;x; t
n+1
) emanating bakward
















(x) is the time instant when r(;x; t
n+1
) baktraks to the boundary   during









For any (x; t) 2 S
(O)
n
we dene an approximate harateristi r(;x; t) extending
bakward from (x; t) by





(x; t) is the time instant when r(;x; t) baktraks to the boundary   during
the time period [t
n
; t℄, and t

(x; t) := t
n
otherwise. To aurately measure the eet of






to the urrent time t
n+1












(x; t) := t  t

(x; t).
Instead of dening the test funtions w to be exponential along the harateris-
tis determined by (2.5), we dene the test funtions w to be exponential along the


























t) = (x; t
n+1
) with x 2 
 and  2 [t










2.2. A Referene Equation. We now evaluate the seond term on the right-
hand side of (2.2). To avoid onfusion we replae the dummy variables x and t in this
term by y and , and reserve x and t for use in 
 at time t
n+1












 j 9 2 [; t
n+1









 j 9(y; ) 2 S
(I)
n
with  2 [t
n







 is the set of points that will ow out of 







 is the set of points that owed into 








(), there exists an x 2 
 suh that y = r(;x; t
n+1
).
Similarly, for any y 2 

(O)
(), there exists a pair (x; t) 2 S
(O)
n








































f(r(;x; t); ) w(r(;x; t); ) drd:
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Enforing the bakward Euler quadrature at t
n+1






























); ) w(r(;x; t
n+1






















































is the Jaobian determinant of the trans-







































































































v(x; t)  n(x)	
(2)














(x; t) otherwise. E
2














v(x; t)  n(x)
h






Substituting (2.10), (2.11), and (2.13) for the seond term on the right-hand side
of (2.2) and inorporating the inow boundary ondition in (2.1) into (2.2), we obtain










































v(x; t)  n(x)	
(2)


























+ v  rw  Rw)(x; t)dxdt:

























be the diameter of the partition, we assume that the







Without loss of generality, we assume that V
1
(x; t) and V
2
(x; t) are positive on the


























































℄, the number of spatial degrees of
freedom rossing the outow boundary S
(O)
n
is essentially the Courant number in the






















be the Courant number with [Cr
(O)
℄ being its integer part. We dene a loal rene-


















with IC = [Cr
(O)
℄+1. The ombination of the loal renement (2.19) with the spatial




Let (x) be any pieewise-bilinear funtion dened on 

















, then the expression (2.8) leads to the




















w(r(;x; t); ) := (x; t)e
 R(x;t)(t )
;  2 [t









(x; t) are dened below (2.7).
6
With the known solution u(x; t
n
) on 
 at time t
n




, the weak formulation (2.15) solves for u(x; t
n+1
) on 
 at time t
n+1
and
u(x; t) on the spae-time outow boundary S
(O)
n











[4℄. However, to onserve mass, all the test
funtions in the numerial sheme should sum to one on 
 at time t
n+1
and on the
spae-time outow boundary S
(O)
n











, leading to the








. To maintain the stability and oeriv-
ity of the ELLAM sheme, we use these modied basis funtions for both trial and test




with t = t
n+1
to those at their neighboring nodes on 
 at time t
n+1
. For exam-
ple, at the nodes x
1;j













℄. At all other nodes that are not











. One an easily see that
the test funtions w^(x; t) dened this way sum to one on 
 at time t
n+1
and on the
spae-time outow boundary S
(O)
n





(x) as the same basis funtions for the trial funtions in (2.20).
Instead, we use the standard bilinear funtions 
i;j
(x) on 
 at time t
n+1
for the trial
funtions. In summary, the trial funtions are dened on 
 at time t
n+1
and on the
spae-time outow boundary S
(O)
n































































































= 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise.

I;j;k
(x; t) (0  j  J) and 
i;J;k


















































Inorporating the trial and test funtions into (2.15) and dropping the error term

















































v  ng(x; t) w^(x; t)dS;
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(x) given in (2.1).
It is easy to see that the ELLAM sheme (2.21) generates a regularly stru-
tured, well-onditioned, symmetri and positive-denite oeÆient matrix. Hene,
the resulting algebrai system an be solved eÆiently by, for example, the onjugate
gradient method in an optimal order number of iterations without any preondition-
ing needed. Moreover, in ontrast to many previous methods whih either impose a
periodiity assumption on the advetion-reation PDE in (2.1) or require an artiial
outow boundary ondition be supplemented, the ELLAM sheme (2.21) naturally
inorporates the inow boundary ondition in (2.1) into its formulation and yields a
mass-onservative sheme without any artiial outow boundary onditions needed.
Furthermore, by a judiious hoie of the test funtions that appear in the weak form
(2.2), the relative importane of the advetion and reation omponents in the gov-
erning PDE in (2.1) is diretly inorporated into the ELLAM sheme (2.21). We refer
readers to [28, 29℄ for more detailed information on the implementational issues of the
ELLAM sheme.
3. Preliminaries and Blending Interpolation.
3.1. Preliminary Notions. Let L
p
(
); 1  p  +1, be the standard normed






























































































; p = +1:












). In addition, for



















































































Let p(x) 2 C[a; b℄, the spae of ontinuous funtions on [a; b℄, and T
x
be a par-
tition on [a; b℄ given in (2.17). We dene 
x
to be an interpolation operator from













































℄; 1  i  I:
Similarly, for any q(x; y) 2 C(








), the spae of pieewise
bilinear funtions on 

























































1  l;m  2; 1  i  I; 1  j  J:
















; 8q 2 H
2
(













; 8q 2 Q
h
(
); m = 0; 1:
Although the estimate in (3.2) is of optimal-order, it is not rened enough. We
need a more rened expansion in our analysis. For example, it is well known that in





























d; 1  i  I;
m = 1; 2;










































































;  2 [x; x
i
℄:
Equation (3.3) holds for p 2 H
m
(a; b) with m = 1 or 2.
3.2. Blending Interpolation. To derive an analogous expansion for the er-
ror of bilinear interpolation (
I
q)(x; y)   q(x; y), we utilize the blending or Boolean
interpolation (
B















































(x; y); 1  i  I; 1  j  J:
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Equation (3.6) holds for q 2 H
l+m
(
) with 1  l;m  2.
















































































































































(; )dd; 1  i  I; 1  j  J:















































































1  i  I; 1  j  J; m = 1; 2:








); x 2 
; n = 0; 1; : : : ; N;
e(x; t) := U(x; t)  u(x; t); (x; t) 2 S
(O)
n
; n = 0; 1; : : : ; N   1;
we introdue the following auxiliary funtions in light of the denition of the trial









































(x); x 2 



































(x; t) 2 S
(O)
n
; n = 0; 1; : : : ; N   1:
Then we an deompose the global trunation errors e(x; t
n
) for x 2 
 and e(x; t)










); x 2 
; n = 0; 1; : : : ; N;
e(x; t) = (x; t)  (x; t); (x; t) 2 S
(O)
n






















); (x; t) := 
I
u(x; t)  u(x; t);
x 2 
; n = 0; 1; : : : ; N; (x; t) 2 S
(O)
n
; n = 0; 1; : : : ; N   1:
Notie that the error estimates for (x; t
n
) and (x; t) are known from (3.2), (3.3),
and (3.9). Our main objetive is to derive an optimal-order error estimate for (x; t
n
)
and (x; t). >From denitions (2.20) and (3.10), we obtain the following expressions
for (x; t
n
















(x); x 2 

































(x; t) 2 S
(O)
n
; n = 0; 1; : : : ; N   1:
We also introdue the following notation for x 2 















































The following expressions, whih ome from (3.11){(3.12), will be used frequently




) = (x; t
n
) = 0; x 2  
(I)




















); (x; y) 2 [x
1
; b℄ [; y
1














℄; n = 0; 1; : : : ; N;
(x; t) = (x; t
n;IC 1
); x 2  
(O)




℄; 0  n  N   1:
We use " to denote an arbitrarily small positive number andM to denote a generi
positive onstant, whih may assume dierent values at dierent plaes.
4. Main Results. In this setion, we derive an optimal-order L
2
error estimate























































































v(x; t)  n(x)(x; t)(x; t)dS  E(
^
):












































































































































































































































































() are dened in (2.9).













































































































































However, the estimate for the seond term on the right-hand side of (4.3) is very

























































































































































































































































































































Combining (4.3){(4.4), we have bounded the rst term on the right-hand side of











































































































































































































The seond term on the right-hand side of (4.8) and the third term on the right-











































































































































































































































































































































































However, the remaining two terms on the right-hand side of (4.10) are more diÆ-
ult to bound. The tehniques in the previous analyses for MMOC [10, 12℄ only lead
to a suboptimal order error estimate that does not reet the strength of the ELLAM
sheme. To derive an optimal-order error estimate, we develop new tehniques to
analyze these terms and present the detailed analyses in Lemmas 2 and 3 in Setions








































































































































= 0 for Cr  1 (reall (4.9)).







































































































where  = 1 if Cr < 1 and 0 otherwise. At the last step we have used (6.2) that will
appear in Setion 6.
Realling (3.10), 
I
u(x; t) = u(x; t
n;IC 1
) for x 2  
(O)





































































is the tangential derivative of u on   and t
f
is dened in (2.19).
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u(x; t) = u(x; t
n+1





























































Combining the two preeeding estimates, we bound the fourth term on the right-


























































v(x; t)  n(x)
2









































where  = 1 if Cr < 1 and 0 otherwise. At the last step we have used the trae











The last term on the right-hand side of equation (4.1) is estimated in Lemma 4




















































































































































is the derivative of f along the (approximate) harateristis.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Taking t suÆiently small suh that Mt  1=2 and applying Gronwall's in-























































































is dened in (3.1).  = 1 if Cr < 1 and 0
otherwise.
Combining (4.16) with the estimate (3.2), we have proven the main theorem













)), and U(x; t
n
) be the numerial solution given by the

















































































where  = 1 if Cr < 1 and 0 otherwise.
Remark 1. For simpliity of presentation, we have derived an optimal-order L
2
error estimate (4.17) for the ELLAM sheme (2.21) in two spae dimensions. Noti-
ing that a similar error expansion to (3.6) for the blending or Boolean interpolation
holds for higher spae dimensions. The error estimate (4.17) holds for the ELLAM
sheme dened in higher spae dimensions.
18
5. Proof of Lemma 1. The use of the nononventional test funtions w^ in the
ELLAM sheme (2.21) requires a very tight estimate (5.1) to bound the seond term
on the right-hand side of (4.3), whih is proved in Lemma 1 below.
Lemma 1. Let  and
^
 be dened in (3.11){(3.12). Then the following estimate

















































































































































































(x) are dened in (4.5).
Proof. We prove this lemma by onsidering two dierent ases.





; ~a(y); y; t
n+1

















fall in the regions [a; x
1


























































































)t = O(h t); x 2 [a; x
1













)t = O(h t); x 2 [a; x
1















; y) = O(t); x 2 [a; x
1









) = O(t); x 2 [a; x
1
















































































), we bound the rst term on



















































































































































































































; y) +Mt h:
In the seond \" sign, we have used the equivalene between the disrete and on-
tinuous L
2











































































































































































































































Combining (5.5) and (5.7) yields an upper bound for the rst term on the right-



















































































































































































































:= min ~a(y); and ~
m
:= min ~(x);(5.10)























































































































































































































































is the image of 
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 1; 8;  2 [0; 1℄:
Case 2: Cr  1. If V
1
(x; t) and V
2










































Nevertheless, (5.17) is not neessarily true when V
1
(x; t) and V
2
(x; t) are variables,

















; d℄ for dierent x and y.
Here we rst assume (5.17) in deriving an estimate, and then extend the estimate



























































































































































































































































































































































































































When Cr  1 and (5.17) is not valid, the upper bound for the left-hand side of





; d℄ loally, then (5.20) holds. Otherwise, (5.16) holds but with a modiation on
the limits of the integrals in the third, fourth, and seventh terms on the right-hand
side of (5.16). Combining all the ases leads to the estimate presented in (5.1).
6. Proof of Lemma 2. Notie that standard tehniques only lead to the fol-



































































































To prove an optimal-order estimate for the sheme (2.21), we need one extra t in



























sine the right-hand side is out of ontrol. Hene, we have to prove the following
superonvergene estimates.















































































































































where  = 1 if Cr < 1 and 0 otherwise.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(; y) is bounded by y instead of t. Therefore, the tehnique
in deriving (6.7) annot be used to bound the third term on the right-hand side of











) is ontinuous with respet to x 2 [a; b℄.
























































































































































































































































































































































As in the estimate of (6.4), we use (3.9) to bound the seond term on the right-















































































































































































































where we have used (5.6) and (6.9).
Combining (6.4), (6.6), (6.7), (6.10), and (6.11) yields an upper bound for the
rst two terms on the right-hand side of (6.3). The remaining terms an be bounded
similarly. Thus, we have proven (6.1).











































(;x) Mt; x 2 [b

(b; y); b℄; y 2 [; d℄;



































































































































































where we have used (6.9) in estimating the u

term.

































By symmetry, we an also obtain the same upper bound for the seond term on the
right-hand side of (6.12). Thus, we have proven (6.2).




















































whih then leads to a suboptimal-order estimate of the sheme (2.21) and does not
reet the strength of the ELLAM sheme. In this setion we prove the following
superonvergene estimate


























































































































(x) are dened in (4.5).
















































































































































































































































































where in the last term we have used the seond and fourth equalities in (3.13).


















































































































































. The last equality in (3.13) gives (x; t) = (x; t
n+1
)







































































































































































































































) = O(x), we an bound the last term on













































































































































































































where at the rst \" sign we have used (5.6) and at the seond \" sign we have
used the trae theorem (4.13).














































































































































































(x + (1  )(x










(x + (1  )(x








Using the inverse inequality in (3.2), we bound the third term on the right-hand


































































































) = 0. Using the inverse
inequality in (3.2) and the fat that t  Mx for Cr < 1, we bound the seond





























































































































































































































































































































































































Introduing  (x; y; t) by























  I) (x; y; t
n
):


















































































































































(x +x; y; t
n


















































where at the rst \" sign, we have used (5.6).
For Cr < 1, the last equality in (3.13) implies (x; t) = (x; t
n+1



















































































































where at the last step we have used (6.9).








































































































































where at the last step we have used (6.9) again.
Combining (7.3){(7.9), we have bounded the rst term on the right-hand side of
(7.2). By symmetry, we an bound the seond term on the right-hand side of (7.2) in
the same way. Thus, we have proven Lemma 3.
8. Proof of Lemma 4. In this setion we derive an optimal-order estimate for
the loal trunation error term E(
^
) dened by (2.16).




















v  n 
2




























































































































(x) are dened in (4.5), and f

is the derivative of f along
the (approximate) harateristis.
Proof. >From (2.13), (2.14), and (2.16), the last term on the right-hand side of

































































(y; ) + v(y; )  r
^





where we have used y and  as the dummy variables in the last integral and reserve
x and t for variables in 
 at time t
n+1





























































































































































































































































At rst glane, the last term on the right-hand side of (8.1) does not seem to
ontain any onvergene fators. Nevertheless, the fat that the test funtions w
dened by (2.8) satisfy the adjoint equation (2.4) approximately implies onvergene
35





); ) + v(x; t
n+1















(r(;x; t); ) + v(x; t)  rw(r(;x; t); )
 R(x; t)w(r(;x; t); ) = 0;  2 [t
n


















(y; ) + v(y; )  r
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, we treat the rst and











































































































































































The rst through fourth terms on the right-hand side of the previous equation
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Convergene rates in spae, test for M

and .




























= 69:12,  = 2:62 M
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Combining (8.1){(8.6), we have proven the lemma.
9. Numerial Experiments. In this setion we perform numerial experiments
to verify the theoretially proven optimal-order L
2
onvergene rates. The test exam-
ple is the transport of a two-dimensional rotating Gaussian pulse. The spatial domain
is 
 = ( 0:5; 0:5) ( 0:5; 0:5), the rotating eld is imposed as V
1
(x; y) =  4y, and
V
2
(x; y) = 4x. The reation oeÆient is R = 0:4 os(2t). The time interval is
[0; T ℄ = [0; =2℄, whih is the time period required for one omplete rotation. The
initial ondition u
0
(x; y) is given by
u
0



















, and  are the entered and standard deviations, respetively. The
orresponding analytial solution for Equation (2.1) with f = 0 is given by
















where x = x os(4t) + y sin(4t) and y =  x sin(4t) + y os(4t).





 = 0:0447 whih gives 2
2
= 0:0040. This problem provides an example for a homo-
geneous two-dimensional reative transport equation with a variable veloity eld and
a known analytial solution. This example has been widely used to test for numerial
artifats of dierent shemes, suh as numerial stability and numerial dispersion,
spurious osillations, and phase errors. Our previous results [28, 29℄ showed that
the ELLAM sheme yields aurate numerial solutions even though large time steps
are used. Moreover, the numerial solutions are free of numerial diusion, spurious
osillation, and phase errors.
In this setion we use a linear regression to t the onvergene rates and the
assoiated onstants in the error estimates













; p = 1; 2:(9.3)
38
Table 9.2
Convergene rates in time, test for M

and .




























= 0:85,  = 1:10 M

= 0:12,  = 1:01
We perform two kinds of omputations. The rst tests the spatial onvergene
rate of the ELLAM sheme (2.21), where we x a small time step t and ompute
the onstant M

and the rate  with respet to h; the other tests the temporal
onvergene rate, where we hoose a small grid size h and alulate the onstant M

and the rate  with respet to t. The results are presented in Tables 9.1 and 9.2,
tting the pairs (M

, ) and (M

, ), respetively. For simpliity in these tables





instead of the uniform-in-time








, sine the latter is expeted to be reahed by





at the nal time t = T . The results show that the ELLAM
sheme (2.21) possesses seond-order auray in spae and rst-order auray in
time as predited by Theorem 1 in Setion 4. Moreover we notie that the numerial
experiments M

is muh smaller than M

. This reets the fat that the solutions
of (2.1) are not smooth in spae but are muh smoother along harateristis, and
justies the use of the Lagrangian oordinates in the ELLAM shemes.
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